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A new robust method for optimal damper placement is presented for building structures
under the critical double impulse. Oil dampers are treated here as representative
supplemental dampers to control the seismic response of high-rise buildings. Such oil
dampers usually obey a bi-linear force-velocity relation in controlling the maximum
damping force through a relief mechanism to avoid the occurrence of excessive
design forces in surrounding frames. The influence of uncertainty in characteristics of
those bi-linear oil dampers on building structural safety is investigated. For the efficient
evaluation of dynamic performance, the resonant critical double impulse is used as the
base input instead of actual earthquake ground motions. Since the critical double impulse
is determined to maximize the input energy to the objective building by changing the
second impulse timing, uncertainties in input ground motions can be taken into account in
a robust manner. To consider these various uncertainties, the robustness function based
on the Info-Gap model is used in the robust optimization to assess structural performance
variations caused by various uncertainties in the structural design phase. In this paper, a
new innovative objective function in the robust optimal damper placement problem is
proposed to enhance the robustness of structural performance under the variation of
structural parameters by comparing the robustness function of the robust design with that
of an ordinary optimal damper placement without considering uncertainties. Numerical
examples of the robust optimal design of linear and bi-linear oil damper placements are
shown for 10-story and 20-story planar building frame models. Structural performances of
the robust optimal design to the conventional design earthquake ground motions are
examined to investigate the validity of using the critical double impulse in the structural
design under uncertainties.

Keywords: robust optimization, damper placement, critical double impulse, bi-linear oil damper, robustness
function, uncertainty analysis

INTRODUCTION

As characteristics of earthquake ground motions are clarified rapidly, e.g., large-amplitude ground
motions, long-period long-duration ground motions, design methods for building structures with
supplemental dampers have entered into a new era in the earthquake-prone countries. The smart
building structural design using such supplemental dampers is aimed at efficiently improving the
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structural damping performance under specified constraints, e.g.,
a constant cost constraint on dampers, the maximum local
response constraints. In the evaluation of dynamic
performances of building structures to earthquake ground
motions, the maximum dynamic response, such as the
maximum interstory drift, is usually used to clarify the
structural safety. In order to satisfy such structural
performance requirements, various researches and practical
applications have been conducted so far. Examples are the
development of high-performance damping systems using
nonlinear dampers and their installation as shown in Hahn
and Sathiavageeswaran (1992), Lopez and Soong (2002),
Martinez-Rodrigo and Romero (2003), Silvestri et al. (2010),
Pnevmatikos (2012), Adachi et al. (2013), Lang et al. (2013),
Lavan and Avishur (2013), Fujita et al. (2014), Hatzigeorgiou and
Pnevmatikos (2014), Palermo et al. (2017), Parcianello et al.
(2017), Pollini et al. (2017), Akcelyan et al. (2018), De
Domenico and Ricciardi (2019), De Demenico et al. (2019),
and Idels and Lavan (2020). These researches on the design
theory for efficient damper placement can be categorized as
the optimal damper allocation problem. However, the design
goals of most optimal damper allocation studies have been
focused on minimizing the specified maximum structural
performance without considering uncertainties in input
excitations and damping performances.

It is well known that damper performances or properties, such
as rubber isolators for base-isolation and oil dampers for
structural control, can be varied due to various uncertainties
such as temperature dependency, aging deterioration and
manufacturing error, etc. In order to investigate the influence
of these structural uncertainties on the seismic structural
performance, many researches on uncertainty analysis
methods have been accumulated, e.g., Ben-Haim and
Elishakoff (1990), Elishakoff and Ohsaki (2010), Takewaki and
Ben-Haim (2005), Henriques et al. (2008), Fujita and Takewaki
(2011), and Fujita et al. (2017). The uncertainty analysis can be
defined as a method for deriving the upper bound of responses for
a given uncertainty model and some efficient methods have been
proposed to estimate the upper and lower bounds of objective
functions. For examples, the interval analysis method is one of the
traditional uncertain analysis methods where uncertain variables
are assumed to be given in terms of interval parameters with
lower and upper boundaries. Historically various interval analysis
techniques have been proposed based on the interval arithmetic
algorithm (Dong and Shah, 1987; Rao and Berke, 1997; Chen
et al., 2002; Qiu, 2003; Chen et al., 2003; Chen and Wu, 2004;
Moens and Vandepitte, 2004; Chen et al., 2009; Moens and
Hanns, 2011).

In order to enhance the robustness of structures to
uncertainties and develop the structural design
methodology considering such robustness, a robust
optimization problem has been proposed where the design
objective is to minimize the variability of the structural
performance caused by input and structural uncertainties.
For evaluating the robustness of structural performance, Ben-
Haim (2001) has introduced the robustness function based on
the Info-Gap decision theory. In the Info-Gap model,

uncertain parameters are defined by a non-probabilistic
model and are called interval parameters. Fujita and
Takewaki (2012) compared the robustness of building
structures with various passive damper placements based
on the evaluation of robustness functions using the
uncertainty analysis called the URP method.

In this paper, a new robust method for optimal damper
placement is presented for building structures with linear and
bi-linear oil dampers. The nominal structural performance
evaluated by the response analysis without considering
uncertainties is a general goal of the ordinary structural
optimization. However, it is concerned whether this nominal
structural performance may become worse at the expense of
enhancing the robustness compared with the conventional
ordinary optimal design without considering uncertainties. The
proposed robust optimization method is aimed at not only
increasing the robustness of structural performance with respect
to the uncertainty level but also preventing the deterioration of the
nominal structural performance. The objective function of the
robust optimization is defined by comparing the robustness
function of the robust design with that of the ordinary optimal
design. The damping properties, i.e., the damping coefficients of
linear oil dampers and the maximum allowable damping forces of
bi-linear oil dampers, and the story shear stiffnesses are assumed to
be uncertain. Numerical examples of the proposed robust optimal
damper design are presented for 10-story and 20-story planar
building frame models.

EVALUATION OF ROBUSTNESS USING
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

In a conventional structural design, it is needed to satisfy
structural performance demands under a specified design
loading such as equivalent static forces corresponding to
earthquake ground motions. In this case, structural
uncertainties, e.g., variations of stiffness and damping
coefficients of structural members, are often neglected.
However, a certain variability of performance characteristics
exists in vibration control components, such as various
dampers and base isolators, installed to buildings to reduce the
input energy transition to structural members. An evaluation
index is needed to consider the influence of these structural
uncertainties on the performance variation in the structural
design. The robustness in the building structural design is one
of such evaluation indices, and can be defined as the insensitivity
of the structural performance with respect to input and structural
uncertainties.

In order to evaluate the robustness of the structural
performance quantitatively, the robustness function has been
proposed based on the info-gap model (Ben-Haim, 2001)
where the variations of parameters are usually given by upper
and lower bounds known as interval parameters. In this paper, we
assume that the interval parameter XI known as a non-
probabilistic uncertainty model with NI uncertain
characteristics is applied to uncertain variables. The interval
parameter XI is defined as
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XI(α) � {XI
i

∣∣∣∣[(1 − αΔXL
i )X̃i, (1 + αΔXU

i )X̃i], i � 1,/,NI}
(1)

where X̃i, ΔXL
i , and ΔXU

i denote the nominal value, i.e., the
standard design value without uncertainty, and the specified
variation degrees in lower and upper directions of the i-th
interval parameter, respectively. Furthermore, α is a positive
scalar coefficient representing the level of uncertainty, i.e., the
upper and lower bounds of interval parameters can be varied
depending on the value of α.

According to the info-gap model, the robustness function α̂
with the specified performance criterion fc can be defined as

α̂(X̃, fc) � max{α|max{f ∣∣∣∣ f ∈ U(X̃, α)}≤ fc} (2)

where f denotes the objective function that should be determined
with priority in the structural safety assessment, e.g., the
maximum interstory drift in the seismic design. In addition,

U(X̃, α) represents the possible structural response domain for
the nominal design X̃ with uncertainty α. The robustness function
α̂ can be interpreted that α̂ is determined by the maximum
allowable uncertainty degree so that the worst combination of
uncertain parameters to maximize the objective function just
satisfies the performance criterion. Figure 1 shows the diagram of
the robustness function determined by the performance criterion.
As shown in Figure 1, by comparing the robustness function
values at the specified performance criterion for different designs
A and B, the robust design can be determined. For example, when
the specified performance criterion is relaxed from fc1 to fc2, the
design A can become more robust than the design B. This is
because the robustness function value increases, which means
that greater variability can be allowed in the design A. Therefore,
it is important to determine how much uncertainty is taken into
account in the robustness evaluation as shown in hatched area in
Figure 1. Furthermore, since the performance criterion at α̂ � 0
correspond to the nominal performance without uncertainty, it is
also desirable that the nominal performance does not deteriorate
so much even in the robust design.

For the efficient evaluation of the robustness function, we solve
the following anti-optimization problem with various variations
represented by the uncertainty coefficient α instead of specifying
the performance criterion fc for various design demands.

Find X
so as to maximize f (X)

subject to (1 − αΔXL
i )X̃i ≤Xi ≤ (1 + αΔXL

i )X̃i , i � 1,/,NI

(3)

In the constraint of the optimization problem expressed by Eq. 3,
the interval domain of uncertain parameters is varied by α. The anti-

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of robustness functions for different designs.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram and flowchart for evaluation of robustness function.

TABLE 1 | Example of bi-linear oil damper property.

First damping coeff. (×102 kNs/m) 437.5 125.0 62.5 656.6 187.5 93.8 875.0 500.0 250.0
Second damping coeff. (×102 kNs/m) 7.1 8.5 11.6 10.7 12.7 17.4 14.2 14.9 16.9
Relief velocity (×102 m/s) 1.8 6.4 12.8 1.8 6.4 12.8 1.8 3.2 6.4
Relief force (kN) 800 800 800 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,600 1,600 1,600
Maximum damping force (kN) 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,500 1,500 1,500 2,000 2,000 2,000
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optimization problem in Eq. 3 aims to search for the worst
combination of uncertain parameters to maximize the structural
response under the lower and upper bounds of the interval
parameters. In authors’ previous works (Fujita and Takewaki,
2011), the uncertainty analysis called the URP (Updated Reference
Point)method has been applied to evaluate the robustness function in
the same scheme described in Eq. 3, where the uncertain parameters
are updated sequentially based on the estimation of response
variation by the Taylor series expansion.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart and diagram for evaluating the
robustness function. First, the discrete degree Δα of the uncertainty

and the upper bound of the level of uncertainty are needed to
be determined. By applying the optimization algorithm to the
problem expressed by Eq. 3, the upper bound of the
structural performance can be derived for the given
interval of uncertain parameters. Adding Δα to the level of
uncertainty and solving the optimization problem iteratively,
the upper bound of the structural response can be derived.
Finally, by regarding the upper bound of the structural
response as the performance criterion, the corresponding
level of uncertainty is the robustness function value. A
highly accurate robustness function can be obtained by
increasing the number of discretization for α. However, it
takes a long computational time to evaluate the continuous
variation of the robustness function. Therefore, it is necessary
to limit the number of iterations applied to the level of
uncertainty considering the robust optimization procedure.
In the numerical examples, the continuous robustness
function is estimated by a polynomial approximation from
the discrete uncertainty analysis results. In the numerical
examples, we apply the improved URP method (NURP
method) proposed by Fujita and Yasuda (2016) for
evaluation of the robustness function. In the NURP
method, the variation of responses due to the uncertainty of
design parameters is predicted by the cubic curve fitting based
on the comparison with actual responses. Application
examples and the outline of the NURP algorithm can be
found in Okada et al. (2016).

ORDINARY AND ROBUST OPTIMAL
DAMPER DESIGN PROBLEMS

Ordinary Optimization Problem of Damper
Placement for Linear Oil Damper
In order to solve a general optimization problem, we need to
define an objective function to be minimized and constraint
conditions. The ordinary optimal damper design problem for
the damped building is to find the damping coefficients of
dampers so as to minimize the maximum interstory drift for a
specified sum of damping coefficients of dampers. The optimal
damper design problem using linear oil dampers can be
described as

FIGURE 3 | Conventional and proposed robust optimization problems,
(A) Conventional robust optimization problem: Maximization of robustness
function, (B) Proposed robust optimization problem: Multi-objective
optimization.

FIGURE 4 | Uncertainty in maximum damping force of oil dampers, (A) Linear oil damper, (B) Bi-linear oil damper.
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Find cd

so as to minimize δmax � max
i, t

|δi(cd, t)|
subject to ∑ cdi � const. and cdi ≥ 0

(4)

where cd, δi, and δmax represent the damping coefficient vector
as the design parameter, the maximum interstory drift at the i-
th floor, and its maximum value, respectively. In addition, the
lower bounds of damping coefficients are needed to be
nonnegative.

In the structural design process, the structural response
demand as the design goal is usually given first. Therefore, in
order to obtain the suitable optimal damping coefficients for
satisfying this design demand, it is necessary to change the
value of the total damping coefficient under the constraint
condition in Eq. 4. On the other hand, by exchanging the
objective function and the constraint condition, the ordinary
optimal damper placement for linear oil dampers without
considering uncertainties can be derived by solving the
following problem defined as

Find cd
so as to minimize ∑ cdi
subject to δmax ≤ δdes, cdi ≥ 0

(5)

where δdes is the design demand of the maximum interstory
drift. Compared with Eq. 4, by specifying the design demand
directly in the constraint condition, the sum of damping
coefficients is optimized in a manner similar to the
optimization problem to minimize the cost function for the
given performance criterion.

Ordinary Damper Optimization Problem for
Bi-linear Oil Damper
It is known that the damping force of oil dampers is usually limited so
that the damping force does not exceed a certain level by the relief

FIGURE 5 | Flowchart for solving proposed robust optimization problem.

FIGURE 6 | Flowchart for numerical example and presented results for
each analysis.
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mechanism. When the interstory velocity exceeds the relief velocity,
the damping coefficient decreases. In the modeling of non-linear oil
dampers with the relief mechanism, the damping force characteristics
are usually analyzed by using the bi-linear model. Since the cost of
non-linear oil dampers depends on the maximum allowable damping
force rather than the damping coefficient, the objective function in the
optimization problem for bi-linear oil dampers is tominimize the sum
of the maximum allowable damping forces. The ordinary optimal
damper placement problem for bi-linear oil dampers can be defined as

Find {Fmax, vR}
so as to minimize ∑ Fmax i

subject to δmax ≤ δdes, 0≤ Fmax i ≤ Fmax, v R ≤ vRi ≤ v R

(6)

where Fmax, vR are the maximum allowable damping force vector
and the relief velocity vector, respectively. Fmax, vR, vR are the
upper bound of the maximum allowable damping force, the lower
and upper bounds of the relief velocity. The values of these

boundaries in design variables are given by referring to the
damper’s product catalog. Table 1 shows an example of the
property list of general bi-linear oil dampers used to control the
building seismic and wind vibrations, where the maximum
allowable velocity is 0.3[m/s]. As shown in Table 1, the lower
bound of the relief velocity is 0.018[m/s] regardless of the
maximum allowable damping force. On the other hand, the
maximum relief velocity is 0.128[m/s] for Fmax ≤ 1500[kN],
but vR � 0.128 [m/s] is allowed for the maximum allowable
velocity 0.25[m/s] in the case of Fmax � 2000[kN]. Since the
maximum allowable velocity is the limit velocity for which the
damping performance of the oil damper is guaranteed, it is
necessary to confirm that the maximum velocity of dampers
installed to the building is smaller than the maximum allowable
velocity. This constraint can be considered in the optimization
problem. The relief force FR is 0.8 times the maximum allowable
damping force Fmax i. Therefore, the first and second damping

FIGURE 7 | Example building frame, (A) Plan and elevation of 20-story building frame, (B) Story shear stiffness distributions of 10 DOF and 20 DOF buildingmodels.
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coefficients c(1)i , c(2)i in each story can be determined by
Fmax i, vRi as

c(1)i � 0.8Fmax i

vRi
, c(2)i � 0.2Fmax i

0.3 − vRi
(7a, b)

Conventional Damper Optimization
Problem and Multi-Objective Robust
Damper Optimization Problem
Conventional robust optimization problems for seismic design
may be generally aimed at minimizing the structural
performance variability under the consideration of various
uncertainties, e.g., variability in input ground motion
characteristics and structural parameters, etc. Applying the
robustness function for assessing the degree of performance
variability to the robust optimization problem, it is natural to
assume that increasing the value of the robustness function is one
of the objective functions in the optimization. However, since the

robustness function α̂(X̃, fc) defined in Eq. 2 represents how much
variation can be allowed in the current design set X̃ depending on
the performance criterion fc, it is needed to specify an appropriate
performance criterion for evaluation of the robustness function
value in the optimization. Furthermore, it is concerned that the
nominal structural response corresponding to the performance
criterion at α̂ � 0 may deteriorate in the optimization procedure to
maximize the robustness function at the specified performance
criterion. This is because the nominal structural response without
consideration of uncertainties corresponds to the objective
function in the ordinary optimization problem and there may
be a trade-off relationship between the ordinary optimal design and
the robust optimal design. Figure 3A shows the conceptual
diagram of the conventional robust optimization problem aimed
at maximizing the robustness function.

In order to prevent the deterioration of the nominal structural
response, corresponding to α̂ � 0, in the robust optimal solution,
a new objective function taking into account the multi-objective

FIGURE 8 | Optimal damper characteristics for ordinary problem without uncertainties (Damping coefficient for linear oil damper, Maximum allowable damping
force and relief velocity for bi-linear oil damper).
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optimization is proposed for the robust optimization problem in this
paper. Since the specification of the performance criterion is an
arbitrary index that can affect the stability of the optimal solution, the
area of robustness function calculated by the integration of the
robustness function over a wide-range of the performance criterion
is introduced. Figure 3B shows the comparison of robustness
functions for two different designs where one is the optimal
damper placement solved by the ordinary optimization problem
in Eq. 5 or Eq. 6 and the other is the non-optimal damper placement
derived in the process of the robust optimization. If the global
optimal design is derived correctly in the ordinary optimization
problem, the nominal structural response of other design groups
derived in the robust optimization procedure should not decrease in
the case of considering the constant cost constraints, i.e., the sum of
damping coefficients for linear oil dampers and the sum of the
maximum allowable damping forces for bi-linear oil dampers.

As shown in Figure 3B, the robustness function value of the
robust optimal solution should be larger in the part of the
performance criterion domain compared with the robustness
function value of the ordinary optimal solution. Therefore, there
should be intersections where the robustness function values are the
same in the comparison of the ordinary optimal design and the
robust optimal design. From the viewpoint of performance
comparison with the ordinary optimal design, a difference
domain of the robustness functions can be defined as an
objective function for the robust optimization problem using
linear oil dampers or non-linear oil dampers described as

Find{ cd (Linear oil damper)
Fmax, vR (Non − linear oil damper)

so as to minimize S1 + S2 ≡ ∫fcur(Xcur )

fopt
(α̂(XI

opt, fc))dfc
+ ∫fdes

fcur(Xcur )
(α̂(XI

opt, fc) − α̂(XI
cur , fc))dfc

subject to{cdi ≥ 0, ∑ cdi � ∑ coptdi (Linear oil damper)
0≤Fmax i ≤ Fmax, v R ≤ vRi ≤ v R ,∑ Fmax i �∑ Fopt

max i(Non−linear oil damper)
(8)

where fopt, fcur are the nominal performance criterion of the
ordinary optimal solution corresponding to the optimal
performance in the ordinary optimization problem, and that
for the current design in the robust optimization problem. fdes
is the upper bound of integration of the objective function. In
this paper, fdes is determined so that the robustness function
value α̂ of the ordinary optimal design is 1.5. XI

opt, X
I
cur are the

interval parameters of the ordinary optimal solution and the
current uncertain parameters for the robust optimization
problems. coptdi , Fopt

maxi represent the optimal damping
coefficient for linear oil dampers and the optimal maximum
damping force for non-linear oil dampers in the ordinary
optimization problem, respectively. Since the ordinary
optimal solution of damper placement has already been
derived, XI

opt,c
opt
di and Fopt

maxi are fixed in the robust
optimization procedure. However, XI

cur varies depending on
the design variables on the damper parameters considering
uncertainties. Furthermore, the interval parameters as the
uncertain variables can be defined independently of the
design variables to be optimized.

In this paper, the variation of elastic shear stiffness induced by
model uncertainties is also considered along with damping
characteristics uncertainties. As for the uncertainties of oil
damper, it is assumed that the maximum damping force of both
linear and bi-linear oil dampers varies due to the variation of product
as shown in Figure 4. For linear oil dampers, the damping coefficient
cd is the uncertain parameter as shown in Figure 4A. On the other
hand, the maximum damping force Fmax is varied in the bi-linear oil
dampers and this affects the variation of the first and second
damping coefficients. As shown in Figure 4B, the relief velocity
vR of the bi-linear oil dampers is assumed to be fixed in the
uncertainty analysis.

Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the proposed robust
optimization problem. First, the ordinary optimal damper
design for a specified structural performance is derived. By
applying the uncertainty analysis to the ordinary optimal
damper design, the robustness function α̂(XI

opt) of the

FIGURE 9 | Maximum interstory drift distribution.
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ordinary optimal design can be derived. In the next step, we
need to set up the initial design and constraint conditions for
the optimization procedure. The initial design of damper
characteristics is given by the ordinary optimal solution.
This is because we expect to be able to easily obtain the
appropriate robust optimal design with smaller decrease of
the nominal performance.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, the proposed robust optimal design method of
nonlinear dampers is applied to 10-story and 20-story building
models. Numerical examples are presented according to the

flowchart shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, a summary of the
results for each analysis is also provided.

Building Models
Since the evaluation of the robustness function for planar frame
models needs much time, simplified lumped-mass shear building
models, i.e., n degree-of-freedom model (n-DOF), are introduced
for numerical examples. For a 20-story model (20-DOF), the
building frame model was designed as a vibration controlled
building as shown in Figure 7A and the equivalent shear
stiffness distribution shown in Figure 7B (right one) was derived
from the static analysis of the 20-story frame buildingmodel. On the
other hand, a 10-story model (10-DOF) was introduced to
investigate the effect of the shear stiffness distribution and the

FIGURE 10 | Damping force-interstory drift relations of models designed for linear oil damper and bi-linear oil damper using ordinary optimal design method.
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shear stiffness distribution shown in Figure 7B (left one) was given
to be an inverse trapezoidal shape. The fundamental natural period
of the 10-DOF model is 0.8[s].

Determination of Amplitude of Critical
Double Impulse
The critical double impulse consisting of two inversely-directed
impulses with the same velocity amplitude has been proposed by
Kojima and Takewaki (2015) for the evaluation of the upper
bound of elastic-plastic building responses under pulse-type

ground motions. This can be easily used as the input
excitation to MDOF building models in the time-history
response analysis, since it is also easy to find the critical
impulse timing (Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019; Tamura et al.,
2019; Akehashi and Takewaki, 2020). Compared with
conventional design earthquake ground motions such as
actually recorded earthquake ground motions and artificial
seismic waves, the input critical to building structures is used
in this critical double impulse. Since the second impulse timing of
the critical double impulse can be automatically determined so
that the input energy to the building is maximized, the input

FIGURE 11 |Ordinary optimal damper distribution and robust optimal damper distribution for 10 and 20-story buildings (Damping coefficient for linear oil damper,
Maximum allowable damping force and relief velocity for bi-linear oil damper).
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uncertainties can be implicitly taken into account. This is because
the critical double impulse as a substitute for near-fault ground
motions can be regarded as the critical excitation to the objective
building. In this paper, instead of using specific design earthquake
ground motions, the critical double impulse is used for evaluating
the seismic structural performance. In order to discuss the
relationship of the input amplitude between the critical double
impulse and the design groundmotions, the velocity amplitude of
impulse is evaluated by referring to the seismic response of the
objective building without damper subjected to the design ground
motions. By changing the velocity amplitude V of the critical
double impulse, the design amplitude is determined so that the
maximum interstory drift of MDOF models without damper is
the same as the maximum value of those calculated for the design
ground motions.

El Centro NS (1940), Taft EW (1952), Hachinohe NS (1968)
are adopted as the design ground motions. The maximum
velocity amplitude of these design ground motions is scaled to
0.25[m/s] as specified as the design ground motions of level 1
in the Building Standard Law in Japan. In this case, the
maximum interstory drift angle should be smaller than 1/

200. Following the above-mentioned criterion, the velocity
amplitudes of the critical double impulses are set to 0.414[m/s]
for the 10-DOF model, and to 0.339[m/s] for the 20-DOF
model, respectively.

Ordinary Optimal Damper Placement
As shown in the ordinary problem of optimal damper
placement defined in Eqs. 5, 6, the sum of damping
coefficients of linear oil dampers and the sum of the
maximum damping forces in bi-linear oil dampers are
minimized without the variability of damper properties for
the given performance criterion. The seismic performance
criterion δdes in the constraints of the ordinary optimization
problem are given so that the maximum interstory drift angle
of MDOF models subjected to the critical double impulse is
smaller than 1/230 in this paper. This value is 1/1.15 times the
limit value 1/200. In order to take into account the structural
variation and redundancy to various uncertainties, it is
desirable to set the target design constraint more severe
than the design standard. The determination of the design
constraint values depends on the structural designers.

FIGURE 12 | Comparison of robustness functions for robust optimal damper placement with that for ordinary optimal damper placement.
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Figure 8 shows the distributions of damping coefficients of
linear oil dampers, and the maximum allowable damping
force and relief velocity distributions of bi-linear oil dampers
in the ordinary optimal damper placement problem without
considering uncertainties. The optimization solver based on
the quadratic programming algorithm provided by
MATLAB® is applied for the optimization procedure in
this paper.

Figure 9 presents the maximum interstory drift distribution
for linear and bi-linear oil dampers and includes the comparison
with the response of the frame without damper. It can be
confirmed that the maximum interstory drifts at several floors
coincide with the constraint limit δdes � 0.017 [m] in the optimal
designs. The comparison of the interstory drift-damping force
relation for linear and bi-linear oil dampers is shown Figure 10.
In Figure 10, the circle and triangle markers represent the timing
of the first and second impulses. Since the impulse input causes
the sudden interstory velocity change in the first story, the
amplitude of the damping force changes drastically after the
action of the second impulse excitation especially in the lower
stories for the case of linear oil dampers. It can be found that the
energy consumptions in dampers are distributed over many
floors in the case of bi-linear oil dampers. This is because the

maximum damping force is limited by Fmax which is derived in
Figures 8B,D in the bi-linear oil dampers.

Robust Optimal Damper Placement
The variability of damping coefficients of oil dampers is officially
allowable in the Building Standard Law in Japan. As explained in
Conventional Damper Optimization Problem andMulti-Objective
Robust Damper Optimization Problem, the damping force
variability can occur in both linear and bi-linear oil dampers
due mainly to randomness of realization. On the other hand, we
assume that the variability of shear stiffness corresponds mainly
to the modelling error between the actual building and the planar
frame model. Therefore, the structural uncertainties in the robust
design problem are considered in both the damper characteristics
and the story shear stiffnesses of the main frame. For the
mathematical formulation, the uncertain parameters are given
by interval variables as shown in Eq. 1. When the degree of
uncertainty α is 1.0, the variation ratios of the maximum damping
force and shear stiffness are set to ± 10% and ± 5% to the
nominal values, respectively. The robustness function of the
maximum interstory drift is derived by applying the
uncertainty analysis method called the NURP method (Fujita
and Yasuda, 2016; Okada et al., 2016). For the comparison of

FIGURE 13 |Comparison of robustness functions for ordinary optimal damper placement and robust optimal damper placement under critical double impulse and
design ground motions.
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optimization solver in the robust optimization, we use the
sequential quadratic programming algorithm (SQP) provided
by MATLAB® and the genetic algorithm (GA)-based heuristic
searching algorithm MOGA-II provided by modeFRONTIER®.

Since the issue on the initial design that affects the
optimization convergence exists in the SQP method, the
ordinary optimal damper placements derived in Figure 8 are
used as the initial design in the robust optimization using the SQP
method. On the other hand, the initial design set in the GA is
randomly generated considering lower and upper bounds of
design variables. However, since the sum of damping
coefficients or the sum of the maximum allowable damping
forces is limited in the constraint of the robust optimization, it
is difficult to generate the initial design set automatically.
Furthermore, when the nominal performances of the initial
design set are worse than fdes that can be determined by
referring the robustness function of the ordinary optimal design
(Figure 3B), the objective function defined in Eq. 8 does not

change any more. This causes the optimization to fail in the GA.
Therefore, the initial design set in the GA has been generated
manually by referring the ordinary optimal design. The number of
individuals in each generation is 24 for the 10 DOF model and 48
for the 20 DOF model. The number of generations is 200.

Figure 11 shows the robust optimal damper characteristics
derived in the proposed multi-objective robust optimization
problem for linear and bi-linear oil dampers formulated in Eq.
8. Since the sum of damping coefficients for the linear oil dampers
or the sum of the maximum allowable damping forces for the bi-
linear oil damper is the same as that for the ordinary optimal
damper placement shown in Figure 8, the optimum value in the
robust optimal design increases or decreases in each story
compared to the normal optimal design. In the robust optimal
design of 20 DOF models with bi-linear oil dampers, the
difference of the robust optimal design value from that of the
ordinary optimal design is small. This is probably because the
optimization end constraints on the change in the objective

FIGURE 14 | Damping force-interstory drift relations of models designed for linear oil damper and bi-linear oil damper using proposed robust optimal design
method (case without uncertainty α̂ � 0 and case with uncertainty α̂ � 1.5).
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function were relaxed compared with other cases from the view
point of reducing the computational time.

In order to evaluate the difference of the robustness function of
the target building model with that of the optimal damper
placements, the robustness functions of the ordinary
optimal damper placement and the robust optimal damper
placement derived by the SQP method and GA are compared
in Figure 12. In these figures, the black circle, red rhombus and
blue square markers represent the actual response evaluation
values by uncertainty analysis. The robustness function of each
design has been derived by the polynomial approximation, and
the difference of the robustness functions is used as the
objective function of the robust optimization. As seen in
these figures, the proposed robust damper placements have
higher robustness than the ordinary optimal solutions. In
addition, the deterioration of the performance value at α̂ � 0
for the robust optimal design is extremely small. Similar
results can be seen regardless of whether it is a linear or
bi-linear oil damper. However, in the heuristic searching using
GA, the nominal performance is worse compared with the results
of the SQP. This may be resolved by increasing the number of
generations. It can be concluded that the proposed robust design
method is valid in obtaining the robust optimal damper
placement under the critical double impulse.

Verification of Proposed Robust Optimal
Damper Placement to Design Ground
Motions
In this paper, the critical double impulse was used in the
optimization procedure instead of specified design ground
motions. In this section, in order to investigate the validity of
the proposed robust optimal damper placement using the critical
double impulse for various design ground motions, the
robustness functions for the optimal damper placement under
the design ground motions are investigated. These robustness
functions were derived by the SQP method as shown in
Figure 12. The robustness functions can be derived by
replacing the critical double impulse with the design ground
motions.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the robustness functions
for the ordinary optimal designs without considering
uncertainties and those for the robust optimal designs. The
amplitudes of the critical double impulse were determined so
that the maximum interstory drift of the frame without dampers
(See Determination of Amplitude of Critical Double Impulse) was
the same as that to the design ground motions. It can be
confirmed that the design demands on the interstory drift are
satisfied for most of design earthquake ground motions by
optimizing the damper placement for the critical double impulse.

Figure 14 presents a comparison of the damping force
characteristics of the damper at α̂ � 0 and α̂ � 1.5 in the
robust and ordinary optimal designs. A large difference can be
observed in the improvement of robustness compared to
Figure 12. It can be confirmed that the location of the story
where the maximum interstory drift occurs has changed when the
uncertainties of oil dampers are taken into account. In the robust

optimal design, the dampers are allocated appropriately to allow
the change in the location of the story where the maximum
interstory drift occurs.

CONCLUSION

The robust optimal design of linear and bi-linear oil dampers has
been presented based on the robustness function for building
structures under the uncertainties of structural parameters. The
uncertainties in damper characteristics of linear and bilinear oil
dampers and stiffness of the building frame have been dealt with
in this paper. A method using the robustness function derived by
the sequential uncertainty analysis was applied to evaluate the
robustness of the building frame with linear and bilinear
supplemental dampers under various uncertainties, e.g., shear
stiffness and damping coefficient of supplemental oil dampers.
The robust design has been obtained bymaximizing the proposed
objective function where the difference is treated as a principal
parameter between the robustness function of the target design
and that of the ordinary optimal design without considering
uncertainties. The robust design approach presented in this paper
was aimed not only at enhancing the robustness of structural
performances but also preventing the deterioration of the
nominal structural performance.

The critical double impulse as the excitation to buildings has
been used to evaluate the maximum interstory drift in the worst-
case scenario. The critical double impulse has overcome a
difficulty in computational loads. The worst-case scenario can
be automatically set in the structural response of nonlinear
supplemental dampers and it has been confirmed through
numerical examples that the optimal design is valid for other
ordinary seismic inputs. The amplitude of the double impulse was
determined by calculating the maximum seismic response of the
bare building model without damper subjected to actual design
earthquake ground motions.

Comparative studies on the robust optimal damper placement
using linear and bilinear oil dampers have been investigated
through numerical examples for 10-story and 20-story planer
building frames. Since the robust optimal design problem has two
aspects; one is the minimization of the seismic response such as
the interstory drift and another is to find the worst variation of
uncertain parameters that maximizes the seismic response, the
computational load of the robust optimization is too heavy for the
models with large degree of freedom such as building frame
models. Equivalent multi-degree-of-freedom shear building
models have then been used for the robust optimization. It
has been shown that the robustness of the structural
performance can be improved in the proposed robust optimal
damper placement compared with the ordinary optimal damper
placement without considering uncertainties.

For future work, it is needed to discuss how to determine
the actual positioning of dampers in two-dimensional or
three-dimensional frame structures from the results of the
optimal design derived by using the equivalent simplified
shear model.
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